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Rotary International District 6860 
has been helping Children’s 
provide vital transport services to 
children in need for over seven 
years.  Through support from your 
local clubs and the success of 
Boiling N’ Bragging, Rotary 
provides much needed funds and 
awareness for Critical Care 
Transport each year. 
 

Critical Care Transport 
 
The Children's Hospital Critical Care Transport team offers exclusive pediatric and 
neonatal transport for the Southeastern United States and beyond. We offer 
helicopter, jet and ambulance transport depending on weather, location and patient 
needs. Our teams of specially trained nurses and respiratory therapists have extensive 
backgrounds in pediatric intensive care, trauma, burn, emergency medicine, neonatal 
intensive care, nitric oxide therapy and ECMO. We are backed and supported 24/7 by 
pediatric and neonatal medical control physicians. 

 

Making an Impact 
through Philanthropy 
 
Each year, your support continues 
to help us improve and grow our 
services.  In 2015, support from 
Rotary International District 6860 
has allowed us to purchase new 
hydraulic powered stretchers to 
replace older manual style 
stretchers. These older stretchers 
required manual lifting and 
lowering with multiple 
crewmembers. The new stretchers 
will help us improve our services to 
children.  
 

In the past year, the need for helicopter transport has grown, while ground operations 
remain busy and continue to supplement our air operations, especially in poor 
weather conditions. Your donations help us to continue to provide these services. 
 

Every Child Matters: Quintavius Lee 
 
When the Children’s of Alabama Critical Care Transport (CCT) team 
entered the emergency department at the Talladega hospital on Friday, 
March 6, 17-year-old Quintavius Lee was in full arrest. Just hours earlier, his 
family had taken him there with a very bad asthma attack – one far worse 
than any he previously had experienced. 
 
“They had started CPR two minutes before we arrived,” says Myra 
Waddell, RN, a Children’s CCT flight nurse. “My partner and I immediately 
stepped in to assist, and we got a pulse back within a couple of minutes.  
 
“Our transport team saved his life,” says Margaret Winkler, MD, MS, FAAP, 
FCCM, and director of Critical Care Medicine at Children’s.  “We send our 
CCT team out, taking with them the skills and expertise of our Pediatric 
Intensive Care Unit (PICU). Our transport team was able to resuscitate him 
and get him back to Children’s for definitive care.” 
  
Even after reaching Children’s, Quintavius remained in critical condition. “We admitted him to our 
PICU, where he required hours of constant attention,” says Dr. Winkler. “To save his life and get 
him better, we had to keep him sedated for a few days while utilizing a new anesthesia ventilator 
(FLOW-i).” 
 

By Tuesday, Quintavius was beginning to 
wake up – and to recognize and talk with his 
family. On March 19, he was well enough 
for his family to take him home. Over the 
next few months, he will visit Children’s as 
an outpatient so doctors may continue 
monitoring his improvement.  “Thankfully, 
he remained neurologically intact,” says Dr. 
Winkler. “With aggressive intensive care – 
and time – he is making a complete 
recovery.” 
 
Quintavius’ great-grandmother, Connie 
McKinney, thanks God – and Children’s – 
for his survival. “We are a praying family 
and we know God can work miracles. When 

Quintavius woke up on Tuesday morning and knew who he was – that was a miracle. “Children’s 
saved his life,” she adds. “I don’t believe he would have made it without Children’s.” 

 
 
Every Gift Matters 
 
You are an important part of the Critical Care Transport Team.  Your support each year helps us 
provide specialized critical transportation services to ill and injured children around the state of 
Alabama and beyond. Thank you for your contributions to this important program. 
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